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DEDICATION
Dean Vernon X. Miller
... Scholar, Teacher and Author....

Vernon X. Miller has been Dean and Professor of Law at The Catholic University of America
Columbus School of Law since 1954. Through his efforts the law school has grown and developed as an
institution of legal scholarship with an enrollment of nearly 400. Dean Miller has served as President
of the Association of American Law Schools during 1965. This issue is dedicated to him for his efforts
in developing men of the law to serve the community at large.
Above, Dean Miller holds items which were placed in the cornerstone of the new Catholic University Law School building at ceremonies on October 20. In his left hand he holds a brick from the old
Columbus School of Law building. In his right, are a history of the Law School and a tag bearing the
name "Mrs. Foster" which discloses much of the interesting history of the Law School building. Mrs.
Foster was the grandmother of John Foster Dulles who owned the house before it was converted by
Catholic University into a Law School.

LETTER FROM THE DEAN'S DESK ....
When I spoke to you at orientation, I addressed you
as members of the legal profession. That means more
now than it did in September. You are students on the
first step in the hierarchy, but you are lawmen. In
three months you have become acclimated. You know
that you have to line up your facts, check your statutes,
plan your arguments and think of justice. You are responding well, and I know that your instructors are
enjoying you.
We lawyers think that the law is the greatest profession in the world. It touches everything, all the
worlds of literature, philosophy, business, science and
just getting along with people in the community. The
law demands scholarship, pe:r;-spective, generosity and
sweat from its practitioners, and it demands a willingness for public service. All of us are not great lawyers.
Perhaps most of us are not good lawyers even by the
measures I have suggested, but there is a mystery in
our profession that makes all of us want to be good
lawyers.

Many of you new students are touched by all this
even now. Some of you are still lost in the woods.
Nevertheless, time has not run out on anyone yet. We
can all help you find your way, the upperclassmen
among your friends and your instructors on the faculty.
Most of us learn as much from our colleagues as we do
by reading cases.
My one bit of advice now is that everyone of you
should give all you have to the profession while you are
in school. As a lawyer you have to live a full life. You
have to read books, all kinds of books, attend concerts,
games and the theatre, but you have to sweat over the
facts of life, and you have to put the little pieces togethe r to appreciate the grand plan. If you do give it
everything in your first year and if you still are lost,
do not be afraid to change horses. Do not worry about
losing face. Not everyone likes the law, nor is everyone cut out for it. Give yourself and us a chance. Work
hard at being a lawyer before you decide you do not
like it.
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HOME RULE FOR THE CAPITAL CITY?
by Tilford E. Dudley

Most of the people of the nation probably believe
that the residents of Washington, D. C., enact their
own laws the same as the voters in all the other cities
in the . United States. And most of the residents of
Washington believe that they have the legal right to run
their city as they think best, being prevented from
doing so only by some political conspiracy. Both are
wrong.
The basic legal provision is in the United States
Constitution which states in Section 8 of Article 1 "The Congress shall have power ... to exercise
exclusive :i.,egislation in all Cases whatsoever, over
such District (not exceeding ten Miles square) as
may, by Cession of particular States and the Acceptance of Congress, become the Seat of the
Government of the United States ... "
It is clear that the Congress has complete authority
to run the District of Columbia in any way that it
wishes.
History of D. C. Government

In 1790, Congress accepted 10 square miles along
the Potomac River which had been ceded to it. In 1802,
Congress incorporated the City of Washington and provided for the annual election of a city council. The
President of the U. S. appointed the mayor. This was
the beginning of home rule for the city. (Georgetown
had been incorporated by the Maryland Assembly in
1789.)
In 1812, Congress strengthened the city charter. It
provided for a board of aldermen and a common
council. These bodies jointly elected the mayor. In
1820, Congress provided that the mayor would be
elected every two years by the people; i.e., the free
white male citizens who paid their taxes.
In 1867, the District experienced the same throes
of extending the suffrage as the South is experiencing
today. Congress voted that every male person, except
paupers and comforters of rebels, with a year's residence in the District, could vote without any distinction
on account of color or race. President Andrew Johnson
vetoed the bill. Congress passed it over his veto.
In this post civil war period, there was considerable
growth and a need for sanitation, public roads and other
facilities that three separate governments could not
provide. Coordination had become essential.
Accordingly, in 1871, Congress provided for a
government for the entire District of Columbia. The
President was empowered to appoint a governor and a
secretary of the District, with the consent of the Senate.
A legislative assembly was created. It consisted of a
council of eleven members appointed by the President
and a house of delegates elected annually in their respective 22 districts. The governor had a veto which
could be over-ridden by a two-thirds vote of each
house. A delegate to Congress was elected. A board of
public works was created, consisting of the governor
as president, plus four persons appointed by the President of whom one was to be a civil engineer.

Tilford E. Dudley is chairman of the Citizens Council
of the District of Columbia. A 1931 honor graduate of the
Harvard Law School, Mr. Dudley worked for the Federal
Government in various administrative and legal offices
from 1934 to 1944. Since 1944 he has worked in organized
labor. He is presently the director of the AF L -CIO Speakers
Bureau, active in church and civic affairs, a consultant to
the World Council of Churches, an executive member of the
N.A.A.C.P., and a member of the Americans for Democratic
Action.

This was the period of Governor Shepherd, whose
monument stands today in front of the District Building.
He led a vigorous drive to build the desperately needed
public works. But costs rose, debts accumulated;
bickering broke out. The financial crisis caused Congress to step in.
In 1874, Congress took the franchise away from the .
people. It created a commission of three persons, appointed by the President with the consent of the Senate,
who took the powers of the preceding city corporation.
Salaries of all employees, except teachers and firemen,
were reduced 203. The President was directed to detail an officer of the Engineers Corps to take over the
duties of the previous board of public works.
Four years later, in 1878, this emergency form of
government was continued indefinitely, with little change.
The President was directed to appoint two District
residents as commissioners, and to detail an officer
of the Corps of Engineers to be the third commissioner.
The commissioners were to submit to the U. S.
Treasury annual estimates of projected work and
costs. Taxes collected were to be paid into the U. S.
Treasury; Congress was to make the appropriations.
This is the government of today.
Operation of Today's Government

Today the law of the District of Columbia consists
of the common law, the early laws passedby Congress,
the laws passed by the city councils and legislative
assemblies except as they may have been amended or
repealed, the laws currently passed by the Congress
and the regulations issued from time to time by the
commissioners pursuant to authority given by Congress.
With Congress acting as the city council, it naturally
spends a disproportionate amount of federal time on
relatively minor matters. For example, it was the
national Congress that took the awesome responsibility
of making illegal (1) the throwing of any stone in a
street or avenue; (2) urging dogs to fight; and, (3) allowing a female dog to go at large while in heat. It was the
national Congress that levied a dog tax of $2 and then,
in 1945, raised it to $3. And Congress has provided
that dogs wearing tax tags shall be permitted to run at
large, except that if the commissioners are advised of
a rabies threat, they may issue proclamations requiring muzzling or leashing.
The District commisioners, of course, cannot issue
any regulations in opposition to the Acts of Congress.
However, they are also prevented from issuing regulations in areas where Congress has passed legislation,
even though not inconsistent with the regulations. For
example, there is much public sentiment in the District
favoring the requirement of licenses for the owning and
possession of firearms. There is no Congressional
legislation in opposition but there is legislation regulating the sale of firearms, the carrying of pistols-in
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In September of 1966 Catholic University's Columbus
School of Law will move from its downtown Washington
location to a new and modern law building on the
Catholic University Campus, in N.E. Washington. The
new law school rivals any of its kind for a design both
functional and pleasant.
The present law school building was formerly the
home of John Foster Dulles, former Secretary of State,
and the Knights of Columbus - sponsored Columbus
School of Law. In 1954 the Columbus School of Law
merged with Catholic University Law School. The
present building has served the needs of the law school
adequately. With its homelike atmosphere, it has won
the hearts of the students who have studied within its
walls. Its proximity to the center of the city will be a
convenience missed by many; but the building is very
old and, despite its charm, is unable to accommodate
the expanding student enrollment and increased scholastic activity.
The new 1.2 million dollar law school will have
classroom space for 400 students and, with a simple
addition, can be made to accommodate 600 more
students. The present law school enrollment is 310
students. The most outstanding features of the new law
school are the library with shelf space for 100,000
volumes and the moot court room. The library will
have reading space for 200 students and will be equipped
with a book elevator to lift books through the three
levels of the stacks. The moot court room will have
wood paneling on its walls and will be elevated at one
end to provide a realistic courtroom atmosphe r e .
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The top floor of the classroom wing will be used
for faculty offices, conference rooms and faculty related activities, including secretarial areas and a
faculty lounge. Classrooms and the moot court room
will be located on the middle floor of the three story
building. T he lower floor will be entirely devote d to
student activities including offices for the Law Review,
the Student Bar Association, the Moot Court Board, the
Legal Issue, and a student lounge.
At the cornerstone c'.eremony, on October 20th of
this year, The Most Reverend William J. McDonald,
Rector of The Catholic University of America welcomed the law school to the University Campus. After
he blessed and placed the cornerstone of the new Law
School, Bishop McDonald commented that having the
Law School on campus would be a "new stimulus, a
new intellectual force, from one end of the University
to the other."
Michael Ambrosio
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J .D. v. LL.B. WHAT'S IN A NAME • ••••
There is an area of concern which has provoked
many heated arguments and divided entire law schools,
but which, sadly, has received little of the objective
editorial analysis and comment due it. Thus, law
school administrators are left almost entirely to their
own lights in determining whether their school should
award the JD or the LLB degree to its graduates. But
many questions remain unanswered. What do students
think of the JD degree? What are its advantages and
disadvantages? Is there any consensus among law
schools throughout the country concerning the issue?
Do prospective employers or clients of law school
graduates give subconscious emphasis to the JD degree? And finally, just what is the JD degree anyway?
It may be said at the outset that there is no intrinsic
difference between the Juris Doctorate and the Bachelor
of Law degrees. However, this absolute rule has a few
exceptions, limited to those schools which offer both
degrees, the JD being awarded to those who entered
law school with an undergraduate degree. Normally, a
school will award only one first degree in law, and
this, in most schools, is still the LLB. Yet there is a
noticeable undercurrent within the system which could
well lead to a shift to the opposite pole. Why?
Primarily, the JS is a professional doctorate
degree, corresponding to the MD and DDS degrees of
the medical and dental professions, and ranks among
these as the oldest known professional degree. The
holder of the JD would similarly be greeted with the
title of Doctor, rather than that of Esquire, which
signifies nothing.
Secondly, the LLB is a bachelor's degree, obtained
in most cases after a previous bachelor's degree has
been conferred. It has been suggested that business,
industry, and government are lookimg more and more
toward men with master's and doctor's degrees, and
that already the JD is considered superior among such
employers. Civil Service ratings-people, for instance,
are hard to convince that the LLB differs from the
BBA. Even the field of education seems to be narrowing to exclude all but the higher-ranking-degree men
from its teaching staffs in law schools. This is most
probably because of the image each school wishes to
convey to potential students: that all the instructors
therein have degrees representing a level of study
higher than the implication of a bachelor's degree
affords.
Are these reasons for change fully justified in view
of the time and trouble which would be required to
adopt the system? Associate Dean John L. Garvey of
the Catholic University Law School states candidly that
he knows of "no case where the LLB was not recognized as having a greater significance than a mere
bachelor's degree." He further notes that so few law
schools award the JD (twenty-seven as of June, 1965)
that it is generally encountered as an oddity and may
prove to be a burden to the graduate as unrecognized.
Among those who deal with lawyers most frequently,
the LLB is the norm, fully recognized and accredited.
According to Webster, a "doctor" is: "a teacher, a
learned man, an advanced academic title; hence, one
on whom this title has been conferred by a university
or college. A doctor's degree may be merely honorary."
This definition uncovers a few of the fears haunting

those opposed to a change. First, the LLB and the JD
both represent professional rather than academic
training; the LLM likewise denotes a professional man,
while only the JSD degree symbolizes true academic
status. The JD is, therefore, a paradox. Secondly, the
JD may be looked upon by the unfamiliar as merely an
honorary degree, and professionally and academically
worthless.
At a meeting of the Law School Administration
Committee during the 1963 session of the Association
of American Law Schools, it was moved and unanimously endorsed that "the Executive Committee of the
AALS express a favorable attitude toward member
schools conferring the JD degree rather than the LLB
as the first degree in law." At the 1964 meeting, the
Special Committee on Graduate Instruction declared
that "where the LLB is awarded, it is now more often
than not a second bachelor's degree despite the fact
that it is given in recognition of graduate professional
training equivalent to that rewarded in other disciplines by some form of doctorate degree. On the other
hand, if the JD degree is awarded as a first degree in
law following a college or university bachelor's degree,
the LLM and the doctorate degrees which may follow
do not progress in logical sequence. The medical profession has lived with that lack of symmetry for some
time. The question is whether law schools should
similarly do so."
According to Dean Vernon X. Miller of the Catholic
University Law School, who is also president of the
Association of American Law Schools and a member of
the aforementioned Special Committee on Graduate
Instruction, there is a practical aspect to be considered.
Under Title 2 of the Aid to Education Act, grants were
to be given only to thoxe law schools which offered
advanced degrees. This construction eliminated all
but 25 law schools from consideration for the grants,
and might have forced AALS to demand uniformity
from its member schools in awarding the JD, a move
which AALS felt was more rightly within the discretion
of the individual school. After recent lobbying, a senate
committee has reappraised the binding construction,
and today, for purposes of the grants, all law school
degrees are recognized as graduate; it makes no difference which degree is given, and the grant is awarded
or denied on more substantial bases. The point here is
that even the legislature had taken cognizance of some
distinction within degree nomenclature.
The final outcome will most likely be one of diversity. Schools are unwilling to blaze trails and alter
traditional practices for reasons considered by many
to be superficial and rationalized. Catholic University
Law School faculty members have already adopted a
measure in favor of the change and submitted it to the
administration of the university, but it is unlikely that
such a change will come in the near future . At any
rate, it is law students themselves, those who will be
most affected (if anyone is affected at all}, who have
the real responsibility to decide, on the merits of the
case, which letters they wish to see emblazoned on
their sheepskins. The time to speak has come. Shall it
be LLB or shall it be JD?
Robert Singer
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THAILAND WAITS ....
. • • "The United States equipped the Royal Lao
Air Force with ••. T-28' s while Lao pilots were
being trained at Udorn in northeastern Thailand,
Thai mercenaries flew the planes ••. (A) few of the
Thai pilots remain; most ••. are now Lao. This
applies only to the air force however, and not to the
CIA operations through Air America, a fifty-plane
transport group operating with American and multinational crews from Laos and Thailand and South
Vietnam as well."
While the accuracy of the preceding report cannot
be commented upon, its source was the Reporter
Magazine issue of April 22, 1965. Denis Warner's
article, "Our Secret War in Laos", appears to be one
of the first breaks of press silence since the Geneva
accords on this little known activity, and his research
could only have been extensive.
In 1958, Thailand's Prime Minister Sarit overthrew
the constitutionally elected government in a traditional
military coup d'etat. He wasted little time in initiating
a thorough purge of known and suspected communists,
three of whom were executed in a public spectacular.
The court system remained basically intact, but the
parliament was left with the sole task of drafting a new
constitution (which, by the way, the Prime Minister
annually proclaims will soon be completed.) Judicial
review, of course, is non existent; courts do not interfere with affairs of the government.
Prime Minister Sarit' s modus operandi was a
masterful one. He assumed control of a government
that evolved, in fact, into a military dictatorship. The
form of government had been a constitutional monarchy,
with little emphasis of the monarch. Sarit then elevated
King Bhumibol Adulyadej into a position of importance
with a double impact.
First, the Thais have long felt a personal attachment to their King. He is the spiritual leader of the
Buddhists in Thailand, and is always in a position of
prominence on great religious occasions. By thrusting
the King and his attractive wife, Queen Sirikit, into the
limelight as the symbol of the government, Sarit immediately won the respect and support of his countrymen.
The second point of impact was more subtle. King
Bhumibol became at once a sort of "Host" of State, a
fact immediately acclaimed in the United States. King
Bhumibol was born in Massachusetts, and graduated
from Harvard. His English is flawless, as is the
Queen's and his knowledge of Western politics and
military science is profound. During the 1964 SEA TO
exercise, Air Boon Choo (named after Thailand's
Chief Air Marshall), the King led his delegation to the
U.S. Ground Control Intercept radar facilities, and
displayed a comprehension of radar that had the officers stuttering. In addition, he plays several musical
instruments and is a jazz buff. On more than one
occasion he joined the USAF officers on Don Muang
Air Base in roaring jazz sessions.
The Prime Minister's actions behind the scenes
were equally bold and effective. Klongs (canals),
long the prime thoroughfares of Thai travel and commerce, were filled; several broad main streets were
constructed criss-crossing Bangkok, and trade, commerce, and investment were encouraged. While employment and wages steadily increased, consumer
products from Japan and the U.S. tripled their flow to
the public.
Along with this, in 1958 and 1959, the United States
Military Assistarice Program (MAP) was initiated in
Thailand. The U.S. gained its foothold in South East

Asia and increased other forms of aid rapidly. Both
military and non-military personnel were sent to the
U.S. for training at air bases and army posts as well
as in industry, communications and agriculture.
The MAP program has come under scathing attack
in recent weeks, in particular, "Our Secret Scandal in
Thailand" published in Parade magazine in the November 21, 1965 edition of the Washington Post. Again,
we are not at liberty to comment on the accuracy of
the report, but such reports must be gauged in their
proper framework. The success of such operations as
that reported in the opening lines of this paper have
been carried out under the severe handicap of attempting to maintain surface compliance with the Geneva
Accords and yet being prepared to counter enemy
violations. This too, has been criticized; but it possibly
postponed a conflict that would have been a "logistical
nightmare'', as one reporter stated it, because of a
system of inadequate transportation and facilities.
When the time to act came in 1964, equipment could
readily be activated, and the results of the 1964 summer' s activity speaks for itself. Prince Souvanna
Phouma' s government could not have survived that
summer in Laos without the help afforded from Thailand and the United States.
Sarit' s success in building a capitol known for
more than its 300 needle-spfred temples and Venitian
canals cannot be questioned. Before any criticism of
Sarit is offered, it must be recognized that without him
such advances might have been years in the making.
However, at Sarit's death in 1964, Thanom Kittikachorn assumed the vacant ministerial seat. Fears
and rumors abounded that the change of horses would
provide and ideal moment for a coup, but the transition
had been carefully planned and executed. One rumor
quietly spread that the Air Force under Boon Choo desired a more potent voice in the army-controlled
government affairs, but the risks were too great for
Boon Cho to move, if such was his aim.
The first indication that all was not pure came when
two sons by Sarit' s first wife contested his will. Then
another woman came forward claiming that Sarit was
the father of her two children. All, including his widow
claimed shares by certain promises of Sarit and estimates of his fortune skyrocketed. The whole story
made front page news in Bangkok papers for weeks.
The King cancelled engagements and left for his summer palace in Chiengmai in northern Thailand. (Personal word was that he was extremely embarrassed by
the revelations, and did not have prior knowledge of
Sarit's activities.} Prime Minister Thanom promised
further investigation, and it was discovered that millions of dollars in development funds and from other
sources had found their way into Sarit' s various and
scattered bank accounts. All of the assets of his estate
were frozen and the public accounting continues.
By this time, other stories of Sarit' s shortcomings
were finding their way into print, one of which directly
concerned the country's ability to counter communist
subversion. While Sarit had spent a great deal of time
and money in Bangkok and four or five other large
cities such as Karat, Udorn, Ubon, and Chiangmai,
very little had been done to assist the small villages.
In northern Thailand along the Laos border this
failure, of course, had its practical aspects. For
centuries these areas have been inhabited by Lao,
Kmers (Cambodian ancestry), black Thai tribesmen,
and in the past few decades North Vietnamese and
Chinese. The North Vietnamese came across when Ho
Chi Minh and the Communits assumed control in Hanoi.
They and others have lived in villages almost totally
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removed from a central government and have little
loyalty to a distant capitol in Bangkok.
Sarit' s awareness of this weakness was on the rise
before he died, but Thanom looked upon this as a area
of failure of the previous regime. The new Prime
Minister established a mobile team rather like a
Peace Corps on wheels, and is now involved in a concerted effort to win the loyalty and support of these
people.
Thanom' s efforts may be too late. It is obvious that
a number of the North Vietnamese and Chinese business men have strong homeland connections. Many are
under the direct control of Hanoi and Peking. An officer
of one of Thailand's largest banks was recently arrested
for funneling capital and information into China.
It is well known to Thai government officials that
Peking has been busy for several years training Thais
in China, for subversion in their homeland. The Chinese
have a descendant of Tark Sin, the great Chinese King,
who ruled Thailand from 1768-1781, and who is being
primed to assert his claim to the Thai throne. The
Communists also recognize the prominence of the King
in the life of the Thai.
The reader should be prepared to hear and see
growing concern for the fate of Thailand in the months
ahead. Indeed, it is the United State's only secure ally
on that penninsula. Prime Minister Thanom is an effective, reliable leader, respected at home and abroad.
More important, there is a basic desire in Thailand
to make decisions independent of outside control,
despite her cognizance that without U.s. assistance

~~AVANT

there is little hope for effective resistance against her
giant neighbor. For this reason every move made by
the U.S. in Viet Nam is weighed and evaluated in
Thailand. Their motto "My Bpen Rai" ("No Big
Thing") may characterize their smiling optimism
towards life, but they recognize too that their own fate
is inexorably linked with the outcome of their neighbor's plight.
The Thais are not marking time, impassivel y
awaiting the outcome. Witness: their effective if quiet
assistance to Laos and the use of Thailand for Nationalist Chinese infilitration of China through Burma. At
home they train and educate, search and evaluate.
Our military equipment pours in and will continue
to do so in spite of the fact that there may be waste.
There is bound to be a great deal of this when such a
country insists on using its own procedures for handling
modern equipment and refuses to be bossed, which is
after all, the only real way.
Advisors continue to advise, and slowly, step by
step a man who comes from behind a buffalo drawn
plow begins to realize the significance of a machine.
Significance will not run it nor keep it running. So
the advisors return time and time again and train him
to use, repair, and practice the necessary maintenance.
Then it is up to the Thai. He must assimilate the
machine into his society. In the end this approach will
have to be succe ssful, or the measure of Thailand' s
failure will be felt for centuries.
Thomas McHale

GUARD" MISSOURI ....

Should a judge be elected or appointed? In 1940 the
state of Missouri adopted a plan calculated to provide
the solution to this perennial controversy. A commission of responsible laymen and well known lawyers
was substituted for the politicians who do the choosing
under either the appointive or the elective method.
This plan has received nationwide acclaim since its
formal adoption as part of the new Missouri constitution in 1945. It attempts to combine the best qualities
of both the elective and the appointive methods.
The plan operates in Missouri for the selection to
the judicial positions in the Superior Court and the
state's three courts of appeal. It may also be adopted
by the voter s in any judicial circuit in the state. The
essence, and first phase, of the plan is a nominating
fOmmissio·n which chooses and submits three names
,to the Governor for every opening which occurs on a
court. This commission is composed of seven members. Three of these are laymen appointed by the
Governor, one from each of the three court of appeal
districts. Three are lawyers, one from each of the
three court of appeal districts, elected by the member s
of the Bar in the respective districts. The remaining
member of the commission is its chairman, the Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court of the state.
The second phase of the plan is in the hands of the
Governor. He receives the list of three name s for each
judicial position which becomes open, and from this
list select a man to fill the position. T he third and
final phase of the plan comes into play after the new
judge has served one year in office. In the general
election which follows the judge's first full year in
office, his name is submitted for the approval of the
electorate. The citizens go to the polls and answer a
simple question:

"Shall judge ••.• of the •••• court
be retained in office? Yes or No?"
This question is separated from the rest of the ballot.
This is an important factor as it tends to set up the
judiciary as it truly should be - a distinct organ of
the government. Thus, the wisdom of the nominating
commission, the responsibility of the Governor and the
will of the people are combined to give Missouri a
Judicial System of which it can be proud.
The advantages to a plan like this are manifold.
Two major one s, however, are that it tends to r e move
the judiciary from the political arena and that it seeks
s ecurity of tenure. The judge s, as well as the me mbe rs
of the nominating commission, are not allowed to make
directly or indirectly any contribution to or to hold any
office in a political party or organization. In addition,
they are not allowed to hold any othe r public office or
take part in any way in any political campaign. The
plan also encourages a judicial c areer as a lifetime
job. The judge never has anothe r candidate opposing
him and runs solely on his r ecord. As each term expi:r:e s, the Bar polls its entire membership on the
question of retaining the judge. In this way the length
of the term does not matter. If a judge cannot win the
approval of the lawyers, who are in the best position
to know him and his qualifications, then that judge is
not deserving of retention in office.
The "Missouri Plan" has been critici zed in a
see mingly contradictory variety of ways. The first of
the se cons ists of jibes claiming that it give s the press
undue influence. The power of the newspaper under
this plan is profound. Except for the harsh and seldom
used impeachment process, the press is really the
only means of maintaining honesty and good behavior
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on the bench. Such, however, is the usual role assigned
to the press in a democratic society. Secondly, it is
claimed that the judges are now forced to make decisions that are "popular" with the people. This, however, is a well-worn fallacy. The people look tb the
press and to the Bar Association endorsements in
formulating their opinions. Since 1940 only three
judges have been voted out of office in Missouri. Each
time the judge was rebuked publicly by the state Bar
Association. A third criticism is exactly the opposite:
that the plan is undemocratic. The public, however,
does get a chance to remove any widely disliked judge.
A plan which tends toward a separate judiciary is one
which not only follows but preserves the fundamental
principles of democracy.
The response toward the ":Missouri Plan" in recent
years has been encouraging. Plans similar to Missouri's
have been adopted by Kansas in 1958, by Alaska in
1959, and by Iowa and Nebraska in 1962. In 1959 a

National Conference on the Judicial Selection and
Court Administration, held in Chicago and attended by
over one hundred laymen, lawyers, judges and law
school professors, endorsed the "judicial nominating
commission" system as the best yet devised. The
system is finally getting the recognition it deserves.
Most significantly, the plan has put a greater part of
the responsibility for the selection of judges and their
retention in office on the lawyers of the state. The
general populace is now beginning to realize that a
system has been devised which will assure their state
of an independent and responsible yet democratic
jµdiciary.
Michael Madigan
After this article was written the Moot Court team ventured
to New York where it registered victories over Albany and
Northwestern, prior to its semifinal round defeat by Texas,
by a score of 76 to 75.

MOOT COURT ....
For the second consecutive year the Catholic
University , Moot Court team has won the Regional
Finals of the National Moot Court competition and will
represent the District in the National Finals in New
York. This year' s team composed of William H.
Cusick, John B. Wefing and Richard L. Woodard,
argued successfully against American University and
Maryland University in the preliminary rounds. In the
Regional Finals the C. U. team defeated Georgetown
University before an impressive panel of judges, inc luding Justice Tom Clark of the United States Supreme
Court, Judge Skelly Wright of the United States Court
of Appeals (4th Circuit) and Gilbert Hahn, a member
of the D.C. Bar.

The case this year is Penelope H. Iffington v.
Floyds of Whiteacre. Miss Iffington was injured in the
state of Caribbeana by the explosion of a pen sized
tear gas gun which was negligently dropped by Gertrude
Gonzalea. Miss Gonzalea is insured by Floyds of
Whiteacre for personal injuries for one million dollars.
Miss Iffington has brought her action for $1,000,000
directly against Floyds of Whiteacre in a Blackacre
court.

Mooters Woodard, Wefing, and Cusick, 1. to r.

Justice Tom Clark presented the coveted, rotating
silver cup to the C.U. team. This cup will be kept by
Catholic University for the coming year and will be
permanently engraved with the name of Catholic University. The award for best speaker was presented to
Richard Woodard. An overflow crowd of over two
hundred people, composed primarily of G.U. students
and supporters enthusiastically applauded both presentations.
_
The team will journey to New York on Dec. 15th to
participate in the National Finals. They will oppose the
other District winners from law schools all over the
country. Last year the Catholic University team composed of Jane Molloy, James Hunter and Richard
Woodard, gained the semi-final round in the National
finals and was defeated in a split decision by Ohio
State, the eventual National Champions.

Richard L. Woodard accepts cup in congratulations
from Associate Justice Tom Clark of the U.S. Supreme
Court.

The first issue involves the constitutionality of
Blackacre' s bonding statute which demands the posting
of security before · an unauthorized foreign insurer
(Floyds) may defend an action in Blackacre. The
second issue is an attempt to determine whether the
law of Blackacre the state of the forum or the law of
Caribbeana the place of the injury should apply. In
Caribbeana an injured party can bring an action directly against the insurance company while in Blackacre the injured party must first sue the insured party
and then bring an action against the insurance company.
The C.U. team in writing its brief for appellant
spent many long days of research and preparation. The
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day before the brief was due Richard Woodard typed
the entire brief while Bill Cusick and John Wefing
checked citations, counted words and proofread until
the brief was finally finished at 7:00 A.M. An hour
later the brief was handed to the printer and that
afternoon delivered to the chairman of the Competition.
The extra time and effort, was well rewardedas C.U.'s
brief was chosen to be the best in the District. This is
the third consecutive year Catholic University has had
the best brief in the Regional Competetion.
Catholic University's Moot Court team is composed
of one third year student and two second year students.
Richard L. Woodard, a third year day student is research editor of the Law Review. As a first year
student he was a finalist in the moot court competition
and in his second year was a member of the National
Moot Court team which gained the semi-finals in the
National finals in New York. Mr. Woodard is a member
of Phi Alpha Delta legal Fraternity and a member of

the Moot Court Board of Governors. He attended C.U.
for two years as an undergraduate and obtained his
B.A. in political science from George Washington
University.
William H. Cusick, a second year day student is
married and participated in the first year moot court
competition. He received his B.A. in History from
Notre Dame. John B. Wefing, a second year day student,
is a member of the Moot Court Board of Governors,
and the Legal Issue. He was chosen as the best speaker
in the finals of the first year moot court competition.
Mr. Wefing received his B.A. in English from St.
Peter's College in Jersey City, N.M.
William Brown the new moderator of the Moot
Court was particularly helpful to the team. He constantly gave freely of his time and energy. Mr. Brown
was a member of the U.' s 1962 National Moot Court
team and is presently in his first year of teaching
contracts at C.U. Law School

BELLI SEMINAR ••••
Just as a doctor has a sworn duty to do the best
he can for his patient, so too the plaintiff's attorney
pas an obligation to do the best he can for his client.
He must try in every way the law will allow to get
the largest possible judgment. The 16th Annual Belli
Seminar, held November 19th thru November 20th at
the Washington Hilton Hotei, Washington, was a living
testimony to this proposition.
When the average man falls victim to a tort and
suffers the fracture of an arm or leg, he will probably
say that he is going to "sue for his broken arm.' '
The simplicity of this statement belies the complex
interweaving of medical science and legal knowledge
that will be necessary to affect the man's recovery
of damages. The Belli Seminar afforded an opportunity
to hear leading physicians speak on their specialties
and then see how Mr. Belli and his colleagues take
and transpose this knowledge into demonstrative evi dence for presentation to the jury.
The average man says that he is going to sue for
a broken arm. To Mr. Belli this means that he is
going to sue for damages to the muscle tissue, tendons,
blood vessels and any skin disruptions. He is going to
seek recovery of damages for the pain and suffering
he had to endure. He will ask to be compensated for
the earnings he lost while unable to work. If there is
any permanent damage he will seek recovery for his
reduced earning power. In short, the problem facing
the plaintiff' s attorney is how to interpolate such nebulous terms as pain, suffering and disability into a
money value. He must determine how to present these
concepts to the jury in as objective and concrete
manner as possible.
Perhaps the most difficult of these tasks is to
arrive at a dollars and cents value for pain and suffering. While speaking on this topic, Mr . Albert Averbach, a New York attorney, suggested one particularly
interesting method of presenting this to the jury. Mr.
Averbach suggests that no one has ever bought an hour
of pain but that everyone has bought an hour of pleasure.
A man pays $2 to see a good movie, $10 to watch a
professional football game and as much as $100 to
attend a prize fight which may last only a few seconds.
When he goes to the dentist to have a tooth pulled he

gladly pays $10 for a shot of novacaine so that he will
be spared the pain of the operation. That then is what
an hour of pleasure may be worth. The jury can now
reflect on the value of an hour of pleasure and more
easily arrive at a dollar value for an hour of pain.
In determining the extent of the plaintiff's disability, Mr. Belli suggests that a comparison be made
between the function of a normal limb and plaintiff' s
use of his injured arm. This can be graphically illustrated by listing the functions performed by a normal
hand and arm on a blackboard; then, as it is determined
which of these acts the plaintiff can no longer perform,
the corresponding function listed on the board is crossed
out. In this manner the jury can be made to see the
desired comparison. During Dr. Cornelius Frey's
presentation on "Trauma to the Hand", Mr. Belli
stressed that the jury must be made aware not only
of the injured man's disability in performing his job
but also his inability to perform certain "fine functions", such as tying his shoe and putting on and
taking off his coat.
Mr. Belli has been severely criticized for his
sometimes extreme methods of making a point to the
jury. In one such instance he brought an amputated hand
into the courtroom and presented it to the jury. His
purpose, as he explained, was to demonstrate the
difference between the hand his client had lost and the
prosthesis he now wore in its place. Some people
consider such tactics unethical; others call them
imaginative and creative.
Of primary importance in a personal injury claim
is proof that the plaintiff is not a malingerer and that
his injury could and did result from the tort. Here the
role of the expert witness is often essential. In one
case described, although the actual body damage to
the plaintiff's car was slight, he complained of severe
neck and back pains. The facts show that the defendant
was traveling at 40 miles per hour when he struck the
rear of the plaintiff's car. A physicist was called as
an expert witness and he testified as to the amount of
force, which, according to Newton's Second Law, was
generated by the defendant's car traveling at 40 miles
per hour. Since this force was not dissipated in the
tearing of metal on the plaintiff's automobile, it must

j
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have been transferred thru the frame of the car to the
seat where the plaintiff was sitting and had the equivalent effect of a 35,000 pound weight falling one foot
onto the back of the plaintiff's head. As Mr. Averbach
pointed out, the jury was duly impressed.
Many judges and lawyers are appalled by the figures
of the verdicts won by Mr. Belli and his associates.
In rebuttal Mr. Belli contends that although verdicts
have risen over the last 50 years, they have not
risen proportionately with the cost of living. Then
commenting on the necessity of larger verdicts he
states:

"The personal injury is the most catastrophic
event that can befall a human being. All
a man does is live. Judges and lawyers
should dignify, by new standards with justiciable awards, infringements upon a man's
right to live out his life free from pain and
suffering, with his mind and body intact.
The only award permissable in a personal
injury or death action is the money judgement. It should be adequate.'' 39 Cal. L.R.
(37)

Michael Lombardo

WHY M'NAGHTIN ... . .
"If at the time the accused committed the act he was laboring under such a defect of reason from
disease of the mind as not to know the nature and quality of his act, or if he did know it, that
he did not know he was doing what was wrong, accused is incapable of committing crime."

The M'Naghtin Rule, established in 1843 as the
measure of legal insanity, has maintained remarkable
support. The rule embodies relatively primitive ideas
of the mind and of its operation.
The rule is basically functional. In England, where
the M'Naghtin Rule was established, this concept of the
mind received much support between the years 1830
and 1840. In what was known as the Scottish School the
mind was viewed as a mechanism which made use
successively of the different faculties of memory,
reason and will. Each of these fac ulties was separate
and were operated in an ordered, progressive manne r.
It is not unreasonable to presume that the courts of the
day, composed as they were of educated men, were
influenced by this school.
The field of psychiatry had little effect on the
formation of the rule. It was not until the emergence
of Pinel in the early 19th century that the demonic
view of mental disease was discarded. The science
had made little progress, as compared to present day
standards, when the M'Naghtin Rule was established.
The psychiatric cures of that day can be compared
with the blood-letting practiced by the physicians of
the era.
It is hard to understand how the courts today can
apply this rule or instruct the jury to make use of it
when arriving at a decision. However, as recently as
1959 the Supreme Court of California made use of the
rule by complying to the idea that "The M'Naughtin
view assumes that reason can operate in a separate
compartment of the mind, unaffected by mental disorder
such as partial insanity, moral insanity, insane delusion
or hallucination or irresistible impulse, to appraise
right or wrong and choose the right, and then reach out
of its compartment and prevent wrong c onduct which the
insane portions of the mind would initiate."
The rule as written contains a basic flaw. It
contains the words right and wrong. These words are
composed of moral conditions. However, advocates of
the law do not recognize moral insanity. Whether moral
insanity can be incorporated into a rule for insanity
is another question. The point is, M' Naughtin is a
moral rule, applied to insanity, but, which refuse s to
recognize moral insanjty. A rule designed to determine
insanity should concern itself with that subject. A r ule
based on right or wrong, good or bad should concern
itself with moral judgments.
As a result of M'Naughtin there is a gap in the
law, a gap for which there is one set of standards for

acquittal because of lack of "criminal responsibility"
and for which there is another set of standards for
commitment to a mental hospital for insanity.
Why have the courts persisted in maintaining this
rule? Perhaps it is primarily out of fear. They seem
to feel that the measure gives the protection and
security that is required by society. There is the fear
that any other standard might open the door to the
evasion of criminal responsibility so as to threaten
the public interest. The courts seem to be missing
the point here. It does not seem logical to have a sick
man committed to a prison only to have him released
years later in the same condition or perhaps in a
worse state.
The courts argue that there is a lack of knowledge
necessary for effective operation of any new laws
proposed. They are not willing to let the security of
society depend upon a science which produces conflicting estimates of probable human behavior. There is
some basis for this fe ar, but it is unre asonable to
think that the scientific opinions of 1843 were closer to
the answer of what is insanity than those of 1965.
The court, in refusing to discard the rule, argues
that efforts to change the rule should be directed to the
legislature rather than to the courts because they are
better equipped for fact-finding. Perhaps this is true but
finding the facts and passing a legislative measure are
not the same thing. The M'Naughtin Rule was not
originated by a legislature but rather it was the result
of a court decision. The court as an objective tribunal
should concern itself with administering justice rather
than merely satisfying the will of the people. This is
the function of the legislature.
In defense of the M'Naughtin Rule the court argues
that most m en seate d on a jury, before s ending a man
to death or a long pris on term, will think about
responsibility for the crime. This is not always so.
The crime committed by one who is insane is often
hideous in nature and is shocking to society. The
defendant will in some instances present an ugly
picture while on the witness stand, antagonizing the
court as well as the jury. It is far from easy for a man
to be objective under such c irc umstances.
M'Naghtin as the rule for insanity is primitive and
inadequate . There is a need for a r eplacement, a
replacement which makes use of modern medicine,
provides protection for society and provides justicefor
the individual. M'Naghtin recognizes none of these
principles.
Robert Winte r

On December 11, the Student Bar Association presented the Annual Barrister's Ball at the Mayflower
Hotel in the East and State Ballrooms. Left above, are the members of the receiving line who greeted all the
guests upon arrival. From left to right: the caller, "Williams"; Ball Co-Chairman, Mr. A. Michael Sullivan;
Miss Marlina Mundell; Ball Co-Chairman, Mr. Gerard A. Dupuis; Miss Dale Carter; His Excellency the
Most Reverand William J. McDonald, Rector of the University; Dean Vernon X. Miller; Mrs. Miller; Associate
Dear John. L. Garvey; Mrs. Garvey; Miss Charlotte O'Donnell; Student Bar Association President, Mr. John
M. Fedders. Right above, some of the assembled guests dance to the music of Leon Brusiloff and his orchestra.
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